PRODUCT INFORMATION

ATOMIZER HEAD RANGE : BF
BF atomizer heads are used with tanks and devices where the air flows through
the top, and these devices are also filled from the top. The BF 1.5ohm Clapton
is suitable for new and regular vapers, and is the most popular replacement
atomizer head in the range. The BF atomizer head is suitable for both regular
and high vapers, fits many discontinued kits and remains one of our best selling
atomizer heads.

AVAILABLE RESISTANCES, COIL MATERIAL
AND PREFERRED POWER LEVELS
Resistance
(ohms)

Coil Material

Wicking Material

Ideal Power (watts)

Power Range (watts)

0.5

Stainless steel 316

Natural Cotton

23

16 - 35

0.6

Stainless steel 316

Natural Cotton

20

11 - 32

1.0

Stainless steel 316

Natural Cotton

17

12 - 24

1.5 Clapton
MTL

Kanthal

Natural Cotton

12

7 - 14

Kanthal

Natural Cotton

15

7 - 18.5

Nickel

Natural Cotton

1.5 LVC
Clapton MTL
0.2

STANDARD ATOMIZER
HEADS SUPPLIED WITH
TANKS AND KITS:
TW AIO 2 kit - 1.5ohm Clapton
TW AIO kit - 1.5ohm Clapton
Corsair Mini Pro tank - 1.5ohm
Clapton, 0.5ohm SS316

Temperature controlled atomizer head

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

The BF range has “top fill, top airflow” design which reduces the chances of a
tank leaking.
The BF 1.5ohm Clapton MTL atomizer head offers restricted air flow, ideal for
new and regular vapers.
The BF 0.5ohm atomizer head can handle the most power in the range and
produces the highest power in direct output.
The BF 0.6ohm atomizer head has a greater airflow than the BF 1.5ohm and
should be recommended for customers looking to increase their vapour
production.
LVC (Liquid Valve Control) changes the amount of vapour produced by
increasing or reducing the flow of e-liquid into the atomizer head.
Working power range of between 7 and 35 watts.
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COMPATIBILITY

Kanthal atomizer heads are compatible with power, bypass, variable voltage
and smart modes.
Stainless steel 316 atomizer heads are compatible with power, bypass,
variable voltage, smart and temperature control modes.
The BF 0.2ohm Nickel atomizer head is not compatible with the AIO kit.
BF 1.5ohm Clapton MTL and 1.0ohm atomizer heads are the best suited for
use with direct output devices. The direct power is below the suggested
wattage, avoiding poor flavour and vaping experience.

PRIMING

ADDITIONAL NOTES

BF atomizer heads are primed
by dripping a few drops of
e-liquid into the central hole.

Should you want to increase the vapour production we recommend
using a progressively lower resistance atomizer head until the desired
vaping experience is met.

After priming a new atomizer
head and filling the tank, it is
recommended to wait 5 minutes
before vaping to ensure the
atomizer head is fully saturated.

If BF atomizer heads spit or gurgle while vaping or after filling, firmly flick the
mouthpiece toward the floor to clear.
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